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Zygfryd Kominek
ON A LOCAL STABILITY
OF THE JENSEN FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
The problem of stability of Cauohy's functional equation 
on a restriot domain D in R has a positive answer [5]. In this 
paper we shall show that Cauchy's functional equation and 
Jensen's functional equation on a restriot domain D being some 
subset of R are stable. Moreover, we shall use a suoh type 
result to give a positive answer to a problem of K. Nikodem 
([31.
Let (X, ||*||) be a real Banach space and let D be a Bubset 
of X. Wa say that a function fiD—-X is 6-additive is
fixed) in D iff
(D llf(x+y) - f(x) - f(y)ll«s e
for all x,yeD such that x+y e D. Similarly, we say that 
fiD—X is & -Jensen function iff
(2) ||2ft^) - f(x) - f(y)||^ £
for all x,yeD such that ^eD, If D ■ and (1) holds true 
with £ * 0 we say that f is additive funotion and every 
funotion fiD—— X satisfying (2) with £ ■ 0 is oalled Jensen 
function.
?. Skof in [5] has proved that if ft [p,a)—— X, a>0, 
is c -additive then there exists an additive funotion PiR—-X 
such that ]|f(x) - F(x)|| 3c for each x e [0,a).
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1. £ -additive functions
We start with a theorem extending the result of F. Skof 
mentioned above.
Theorem 1. Let f: [0,a)N—-X, a>0, N - positive 
integer, be an £-additive function in [o,a)\ Then there exists 
an additive function F: /?^—-X such that ||f(x) - F(x)||=S
(4N-1) 6 for every xe [p,a)^.
Proof. We define the functions f^: (0,a)—-X,
i « 1,...,N, by the following formulas:
f^(xi) := f(0,•••,0,x^,0,••.,0)•
The functions f^, i=1.........N, are e-additive in [o,a), thus
the result of F. Skof mentioned above guarantees the existen­
ce of additive functions F^:/?—— X for which the following 
inequalities
(3) ll^j/x^) ” f (Xj.) || ^ 3c» xi e L0»a>» =
hold true.
Writting xe/? in the form (x^,... ,xN) we see that 
F:/?N—-X given by the formula
N
(4) F(x) := X, ^(XjJ
i=1
is an additive function. Moreover, for each xe [0,a)N, by (3) 
and (1) we get
N N
||F(x) - f(x)||^£ llPi^xi^ “ fi^xi^ll + || X, fi(x±) “ f(x)||
i=1 i«=1
N-1
3N £ +1| f ) - f(x^,.«. , 0) 11 + ||f(x^,..«, ,0) +
i*d
N-1
+ f(0,...,0,xN) -f(x)||^3NC+£ + II Ew »0 )||^
i=1
<...^3Ne + (N-1 )£ <= (4N-1)e.
This completes the proof.
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Lemma 1. If a function f:(-a,a)—*-X is e-addi­
tive in (-a,a) then there exists an additive function 
F: R —— X such that
(5) l|F(x) - f(x)||^4s for all xe(-a,a).
Proof. Putting
f-jfx) : = [f(x) + f(-x)] , x e (-a,a)
and
f2(x) s= £f(x) - f( -xf] , x€ (-a,a)
we note that
(6) ||f1(x)||^&, for every xe(-a,a),
and
||f2(x+y) - f2(x) - f2(y)||s£E, for all x,ye(-a,a) such 
that x+y e (-a,a). On account of a result of F. Skof there 
exists an additive function F'.R—X such that ||F(x) —f^fx)]]^ 
sg3E for each xe [o,a). But fg F are °^d and therefore
||F(x) - f2(x)||3e» for all xc (-a,a).
Henoe, and by (6) we get condition (5).
Lemma 2. If fs(-a,a)N—«-X is an &-additive in 
(-a,a)H then there exists an additive function F: /?N—— X 
such that
||F(x) - f(x)||sg (5N-1 )£, for any xe(-a,a)N.
Proof. It is quite similar to the proof of Theo­
rem 1. Here, we use Lemma 1 instead of a result of F.Skof.
_ IT
Theorem 2. Let De/? be a bounded set containing 
zero in its interior. If, moreover,
(i) | DcD
and f:D—— X is e-additive in D then there exist additive 
function F: R —- X and constant K>0 such that
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||P(x) - f(x)||^K, for all x e D.
More precisely, if non-negative integer p and positive a 
are suoh that the conditions
(ii) (-a,a)NcD»
(iii) 2p(-a,a)Nz>D
hold, then ||P(x) - f(x)|| (2P5N-1 )e, for all x g D.
Pro of* Assume that a and p fulfil the condi­
tions (ii) and (iii). On account of Lemma 2, we get the exi­
stence of an additive function Pi/?11—— X for which the inequa­
lity
(7) ||P(x) - f(x)ll 6(5N-1)S, x6(-a,a)H, 
holds true. Taking an 






It follows from (1) that for every xgD
Pl
arbitrary xgD we observe, by 
,...,p}, and condition (iii)
and therefore
(8) ||*U) "
Now, by (7), (8) and the additivity of P we get 
nwx) - 2Pp(jp) - 2P,(pr)HI2P,(^r)- 
<.2p-(5N-1)E + (2P—1) E « (2p5N-1)t,
for any xe D, which ends the proof.
2. -Jensen functions
L e tń m a 3. If gi(-a,a) —— X, ar>0, is an e-Jensen 
function then there exists a Jensen function Qt /?N—«-X such that 
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(9) ||G(x) - g(x)||s£ (25N-4)e, for all xe(-a,a)H,
Proof. The function f^f-aja)—— X defining by 
the formula f^x) t= g(x) - g(O) is t-Jensen function, too, 
and moreover, f^(0) » 0. We define a function f:(:-a,a)^—•- X 
in the following manner: for any positive integer n and
* € An ” we PUt f(xJ ”
^(2* 1x).
According to (2) and f^(0) = 0, for every ye (-a,a) and 
each positive integer k we have
II fi <»> - 2kM£)IH2k-1,£-
Hence, and by the definition of f, if x eAfl then
(10) Ilf(x) - f^xjtl^e.
More over,
f(x) = 2f(^ for any xe(-a,a)\
The last equality together with (10) and (2) (for the 
funotion f.|) imply that
Ilf(x+y) - f(x) - f(y)|| • ||2f - f(x) - f(y)||s£
^2||f &) - ^(^11+ ||f(x) - ^(xJH + Hf(y) - f^y)!! +
+ ||2f^ («£) - f^x) - f^y)!^ 5e
tor all x,y e(-a,a)H such that x+y e (-a,a)N, whioh means that 
f is Sf-additive in (-a,a)N. By Lemma 2 we infer that there 
exists an additive function F: » X such that




G(x) F(x) + g(0), xe/?®,
we see that & is a Jensen function and (see (10) and (11)) 
||G(x) - g(x)|| = ||P(x) - f^xlIls^SNe - 5& + t - (25N-4)€ 
for every xe(-a,a)N.
Theorem 3. Let be a bounded set with
non-empty interior. If there exists an element xQ€ int 0^ 
such that the set D - xQ satisfies condition (i) then
for every €-Jensen function gpE-j—X there exist Jensen 
function G11 /?N—— X and constant K (depending on g1) such 
that
IlG-jfx) -g^xJlI^K for any xe^.
More precisely, if non-negative integer p and positive 
a fulfil conditions (ii) and (iii) then
||G^(x) - g1(x)||ś [_2p(25N-3)-l] & for each x e D1.
Proof. Assume that a, p and D fulfil conditions 
(i), (ii) and (iii). The function
g(x) := g1(x+xQ), x e D,
is an e-Jensen function in D. Similarly as in the proof of
lemma 3 we define the functions f^ and f, namely
f^(x) := g(x) - g(0), X 6 P,
f(x) «= f1(2 1x), xeAQ, n ~ 112 f • • • o
We note that
Hf^y) - 2pf1(^p)U(2p-1)£, for each y e P,(12)
and (see (10))
(13) || f (x) -f1(x)||)$£, for any xfe(-a,a)K.
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Let FjrR—— X be an additive funotion suoh that (of* (11))
||F(x) - f(x)||^ (5N-D5e for all xe(-a,a)K.
Taking any xeD, by (12) and (13), we observe that
(14) - r,(x)|«
s£2p(25N-5+1)£ + (2P—1)£ = [>p( 25N-3) -l] £ .
Now, we put
G.|(x) := F(x-xQ) + g(0), xe /?N.
Henoe, by definitions of g and f^ and (14) we get
||G1 (x) - a1(x)|| « ||f(x-xq) + g(0) - g(x-x0)|| =
- ||F(x-x0) - f1(x-xQ)p r2p(25N-3)-l]£ ,
for any xeD^« Thus the proof is complete.
3. Application
A real function f defined on an open and convex subset D 
of R^ is said to be J-convex (convex in the sense of Jensen) 
if inequality
holds for all x,ye D. If the inequality sign is replaced 
by in the above inequality we say that f is a J-concave 
function. In the paper [j] R. Ger and M. Kuczma introduced 
the following class of sets. A set Tcff® belongs to the 
class Jt iff every J-oonvex function defined on a convex open 
domain DdT bounded above on T is continuous in D. Some in- 
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teresting results concerning of this olass of sets may be 
found in [2].
Theorem 4. let Dc.R^ be an open oonvex set and 
let TcD be a fixed set belonging to the class If fiD—-R 
is J-oonvex and giD——/?is J-oonoave and, moreover,
f(x)sgg(x) far all xeT
Iff
then there exist additive function Hi/? —-/?, oonvex funotion 
f.|iD—-R and oonoave funotion gfiD—-~R suoh that f(x) ■
■ H(x) + f^x) and g(x) ■ H(x) + g^(x) for every xei. 
Proof. Putting
9>(x) i- f(x) - g(x), xe D
wo note that cp is J-oonvox funotion bounded above on T.
Thus is continuous in D. Let D1 be an open convex and bound­
ed subset of D for whioh there exists a constant M>0 such 
that
(15) |g?(x)lc M for any xeD^.
Prom the definitions of (p, J-concavity of g, J-oonvexity of f 
and (15) it follows that
0^2gp+Z) - g(x) - g(y) -
« - f(x) - f(y) - 29»(^) + ?(») +?(y)sS 4M,
for all x,ye D^. In particular,
I “ 8<y)| 4M for all x,y e
On account of Theorem 3 there exist Jensen function
Qt R^—- R and aonstant K>0 such that
(16) | G(x) -g(x)|^K for every xeD^.
Now, we define functions H, g^ and f^ by the formulas
H(x) t- G(x) - G(0), xe/?N,
506
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g^x) g(x) - H(x), xeD,
f.|(x) :-<p(x) + g^x), x 6 D.
Of course, H is an additive function. The function g1 is 
J-concave bounded below on D^ (of. (16)) and therefore it is 
concave function on D. The function f^ is convex, because it 
is continuous and f^x) ■ ęp(x) + g(x) - H(x) ■ f(x) - H(x), 
whiah imply that f^ is J-convex. Moreover, it is easily seen 
that f(x) = H(x) + f^(x) and g(x) - H(x) + g^x) for any xeD.
Analogous result was obtained by K. Nikodem [4] and
C.T. Ng [6] but the assumptions in Theorem 4 are slightly 
weaker and the method of the proof is completely different 
from that presented in both papers.
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